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Ferdinand VII, the restored King of Spain, carried freakish
tyranny to the borders of insanity. He placed in high office an
ex-water-carrier and an ex-commissionaire, and imprisoned
without trial men of the highest character on a mere suspicion
of liberal opinions ; he involved the finances in such confusion
that trade was stifled and the pay of the army was years in
arrear; he gave the Church absolute control over education,
and re-established the Inquisition. Early in 1820 a wide-
spread revolt, beginning with a mutiny in the army, compelled
him to give way to the demand that the Cortes should be
summoned, and that the democratic " Constitution of 1812 "l
should be restored.
By this time the Czar's conversion to the gospel of repression
was so complete that he sent a circular letter to the Powers
pointing out the importance of suppressing the movement, and
offering to send 20,000 of his own troops for the purpose. But
this proposal met with a chilling reception. All the other
Governments were jealous of the growing power of Russia, and
Metternich was more alarmed at the prospect of a Russian
army marching through Austria than at the rising in Spain. He
therefore replied in a wordy despatch which argued that there
was no occasion for the Powers to intervene, inasmuch as
" Spain was suffering from material sickness, and the Holy
Alliance was concerned only with moral ills.*' The response of
Britain was equally discouraging, for Castlereagh reiterated his
policy of non-intervention even more defintely than at Aix.
England, he said, had undertaken in the treaties of 1815 merely
to prevent the return of Bonaparte to France and to maintain
the territorial arrangements made at Vienna. Parliament and
people would never suffer the Government to go beyond those
undertakings. Moreover, the British dynasty itself owed its
authority to a revolution, and could not deny to other countries
the right to change their government. So the revolt in Spain
was left to work itself out.
1 A very democratic constitution which Spanish liberals had proclaimed
during the Peninsular War,

